Santa Clara County Crime Lab Analyst Christopher Corpora confirms that FOUR seconds of
video footage is missing from Palo Alto Police Officer Manuel Temores’ Taser Video.
Despite this confirmation, the Santa Clara County District Attorney’s Office, DA Jeff Rosen and
former DA Dolores Carr refuses to prosecute the Palo Alto Police for submitting falsified evidence
in order to wrongfully incriminate Tony Ciampi which is a violation of Californai Penal Codes 132,
134 and 141(b).
Santa Clara County DA Jeff Rosen is concealing the crimes of the Palo Alto Police Department.

In Santa Clara County Crime LAB Analyst Christopher Corpora synchronizes the “filled in” taser
recordings of Defendants Temores and Burger, see Exhibit 36. In doing so, Corpora
demonstrates that the date/time clocks within the taser recordings are not consistent.
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At the beginning of the recordings, Temores’ is ONE second ahead of Burger’s, 47 to 46. At the end of the
recordings, Temores’ is THREE seconds behind Burger’s, 14 to 17.

CONCLUSION: Based upon Corpora’s synchronization, Defendant Temores’ taser recording’s date/time stamp is
missing 4 seconds of audio/video time when compared to Defendant Burger’s taser recording.
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The dialog within the recordings is fixed in “real” time.
Therefore the dialog can be used as a fixed marker of “real” time.
Though it is unsure what the real time is, by using the fixed markers to compare one recording to
another it can be scientifically and empirically determined if the recordings are consistent or if
one recording contradicts the other.
This is what Santa Clara County Crime LAB Analyst Christopher Corpora accomplishes by
adding the missing time to Defendant Burger’s and Temores’ taser recordings, Exhibits 34 & 35.
There is a fixed moment in “real” time in which the taser recordings capture the dialog of
Defendant Wagner stating, “turn around,” and Plaintiff Ciampi stating, “the police,”
These two statements represent TWO fixed markers in real time and therefore there can only
be ONE fixed amount of elapsed time between these two recorded dialog markers.
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“The Police”
TEMORES
Utilizing a Stopwatch
28 Seconds elapse
between these two fixed
markers in Temores’ taser
recording.

BURGER
Utilizing a Stopwatch
33 Seconds elapse
between these two fixed
markers in Burger’s taser
recording.

CONCLUSION: There is a 5 Second discrepancy between Defendant Temores’ taser recording
and Defendant Burger’s taser recording. Defendant Burger’s Taser recording takes 5 Seconds
longer to get from “Turn Around” to “The Police,” then Defendant Temores’ recording. Defendant
Temores’ taser recording is missing 5 Seconds of time compared to Defendant Burger’s taser
recording.

